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In this paper we lay the foundations for a systematic study of tensor products of 
subspaces of C*-algebras. To accomplish this, various notions of duality are intro- 
duced and employed. Elementary proofs of the complete injectivity of the Haagerup 
norm, and of the extension theorem for completely bounded maps, are given. 
Pisier’s gamma norms are examined and found to be special cases of the Haagerup 
norm. We identify the greatest operator space cross norm and show that the spatial 
tensor norm is the least operator space cross norm in an appropriate sense. Indeed 
most of the elementary theory of Banach space tensor norms generalizes to the 
category of operator spaces. 6 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we lay the foundations for a systematic study of tensor 
products of subspaces and subalgebras of C*-algebras. It is now widely 
acknowledged that in order to fully understand subspaces of C*-algebras it 
is necessary to take into account the matrix normed structure that they 
inherit from the containing C*-algebra. However, to study tensor products 
of spaces one is naturally led to consider constructions involving their 
duals. For these reasons, our study of tensor products of subspaces of 
C*-algebras leads us to consider several matrix norm structures on their 
duals. In general, these matrix normed dual spaces cannot be identified 
with subspaces of C*-algebras completely isometrically, that is, in a 
manner which preserves all of their matrix norm structure. Thus, we are 
forced to study more general matrix normed spaces. However, there is a 
particular matrix normed structure on dual spaces which does allow these 
dual spaces to be identified completely isometrically with subspaces of 
C*-algebras and this structure plays a central role in our considerations. 
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In Section 2, we define the various matrix normed structures that we 
shall be concerned with and discuss some of the key features of each of 
these structures. 
In Section 3, we study the Haagerup tensor norm of matrix normed 
spaces and give an elementary proof of the complete injectivity of this norm 
for tensor products of subspaces of C*-algebras, that is, we show that 
tensor products of subspaces embed completely isometrically. Some of the 
main ideas of this proof can be extracted from Pisier’s recent paper [Pi2], 
but they were discovered independently. 
We give a new elementary proof of the Hahn-Banach extension theorem 
for completely bounded maps from subspaces of C*-algebras into the n x n 
matrices, which makes essential use of the complete injectivity of the 
Haagerup tensor norm. Our proof of this result borrows ideas from Effros’ 
proof [ERi, Bll] but makes the role of the injectivity of the Haagerup 
norm more transparent. 
To complete our examination of the Haagerup norm, we prove that it 
can be regarded as a “factorization” norm of the type studied in the Banach 
space tensor theory [Pill. This approach was suggested to the authors by 
Pisier. 
In Section 4, we delineate further correspondences with the Banach space 
tensor theory. In particular, we show that Grothendieck’s H-norm (also 
known as y2 [Pill and txZ2 [GL]) is just the Haagerup norm that one 
obtains by regarding Banach spaces as subspaces of C*-algebras via the 
canonical embedding of a normed space into the C*-algebra of continuous 
functions on the unit ball of its dual. More generally, we prove that Pisier’s 
gamma tensor norms [Pi2], which include the H-norm, can each be 
regarded as the Haagerup tensor norm that one obtains via various 
“natural” representations of the Banach spaces involved as subspaces of 
C*-algebras. Thus, Pisier’s proof of the injectivity of these gamma norms 
follows from the injectivity of the Haagerup norm. Conversely, Pisier has 
shown that the Haagerup tensor norm can be regarded as a gamma tensor 
norm and hence the injectivity of the Haagerup norm follows from the 
injectivity of the gamma norms. 
Thus as Banach space tensor norms these two theories are equivalent. 
However, as matrix tensor norms they are different and this subtle distinc- 
tion has surprising consequences. For example, the Haagerup tensor norm 
is associative, while Grothendieck’s H-norm is not associative. We explain 
this apparent paradox in Section 4. 
Finally, in Section 5, we return to our main goal of describing matrix 
norm structures on tensor products of subspaces of C*-algebras. Unlike 
tensor products of C*-algebras, there are examples of cross norms on sub- 
spaces of C*-algebras, which are smaller than the spatial tensor norm 
[ER2]. However, we prove that for any fixed pair of subspaces of 
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C*-algebras, the spatial tensor norm is the minimal tensor norm which 
satisfies one additional condition. This additional condition requires that 
the induced norm on the tensor product of the dual spaces be a matricial 
cross norm when the duals are endowed with a particular dual matrix 
norm structure. This result is the analogue of the fact that the injective 
Banach space tensor norm, the A-norm, is the minimal tensor norm among 
all tensor norms with the property that the induced norm on the tensor 
product of the dual spaces be a cross norm. 
We identify the greatest matricial cross norm, which we call the projec- 
tive operator space tensor norm. We show that the dual norm of the pro- 
jective operator space norm is the spatial norm, and that a norm a lies 
between the spatial and the projective operator space norms if and only if 
CI and the dual of c1 are matricial cross norms. Following the Banach space 
theory we examine the canonical correspondences. For instance, the spatial 
tensor product of two operator spaces X and Y is completely isometrically 
embedded in the operator space of completely bounded maps from X to Y’ 
(or alternatively from Y to X’); and that the projective operator space 
tensor product of X and Y has a dual space which is completely isometri- 
cally isomorphic to the space of completely bounded maps from X to Y’ 
(or alternatively from Y to X’). 
Finally, we define a notion of uniformity for operator space tensor norms 
and study its implications. This is the noncommutative analogue of 
Grothendieck’s “reasonable” tensor norms [Gr, Ca2]. The natural 
examples of operator space tensor norms are uniform in this sense. 
2. MATRIX NORMED SPACES 
Let X be a vector space over @ and let M,,(X) denote the vector space 
of n x m matrices with entries from X, and let M,,, = M,,(C) be endowed 
with the norm that it inherits by regarding it as the linear transformations 
from the Hilbert space @” to the Hilbert space C”. We call X a matrix 
normed space if each M,,(X) is endowed with a norm 11. //n,m such that for 
A in M,,p, B in M,,,(X), and C in My.m, we have ((ABCII,,,< 
II4 lIBllp,q IICII. 
We set M,(X) = M,,,(X). Assume we are given norms 11. (I,, on each 
M,(X) satisfying: 
(i) For every Bin M,(X), 0 in M,(X), llB@O(l,+,= IlBll,,, 
(ii) For B in M,(X), A, C in M, we have IIABCll,d I/A/I /lBl/, I/C/I. 
If we assign norms to M,,(X) by embedding it in Mk(X), k = 
max{n, m}, by adjoining rows or columns of O’s, then the resulting family 
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of norms makes X a matrix normed space. For these reasons we shall often 
assign norms only to M,(X) and verify (i) and (ii) to construct a matrix 
normed space. 
If X is a matrix normed space, then it is easily checked that each of the 
spaces M,,(X) becomes matrix normed when we identify M,,,(M,,(X)) = 
M,,,,JX) m the canonical way. 
If X is matrix normed, we set M,,,(X)= R,(X), M,,,(X) = C,(X), 
R,(C) = R,, and C,(C) = C,. Note that by the above remark these are 
matrix normed spaces. 
If X and Y are matrix normed spaces and cp: X4 Y is linear, then we 
define cp(“): M,(X) -+ M,(Y) via ~p’“‘((x~)) = (up). We set /IvI/~~ =
sup, I/q”“)) and say that q is completely bounded when this number is finite. 
We say that cp is completely contractive if each q(“’ is contractive, and a 
complete isometry if each q(“’ is an isometry. Two matrix normed spaces 
are completely isometrically isomorphic if there is a complete isometry of the 
first space onto the second. 
The spaces R,,, C,,, and @” are isometrically isomorphic via the natural 
identification, but this map is not a complete isometry between R, and C,,. 
We now describe the principal matrix normed spaces that we shall be 
concerned with. 
If .%? is a Hilbert space, set X(n) = 2 @ ... @ ~4‘ (n copies). The 
bounded linear operators on J?, 39(X) = &?(Z, X), becomes a matrix 
normed space if we identify M,,(B(Z’)) with 69(X(“‘, sP(~)) via 
(Li,)(hl > .. . . hn)‘=(CjL,(h,), ...y CjLnj(hj))’ and endow each of these 
spaces with the operator norm. More generally, every C*-algebra A is a 
matrix normed space when we identify M,(A) with M, @ A equipped with 
its unique C*-norm. If A is a subalgebra of 64?(X), then this is just the 
norm that M,(A) inherits as a subspace of M,(B(X)). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Every subspace of a C*-algebra inherits a unique matrix 
normed structure from the C*-algebra in which it is contained. Any matrix 
normed space which has a completely isometric (linear) representation as 
a subspace of a C*-algebra we call an operator space. These matrix normed 
spaces have been characterized abstractly by Ruan [Ru] as the Lm-matri.x 
normed spaces. An L”-matrix normed space is a matrix normed space X 
such that if A is in M,(X) and B is in M,(X) then IIA @B/I,+, = 
max{l14n, IIBII,). R uan proves that if X is an LX-matrix normed space 
then there is a completely isometric representation of X as a subspace of a 
C*-algebra. Conversely, every operator space is easily seen to be an 
L”-matrix normed space. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. If X is a matrix normed space, then Xop is the new 
matrix normed space that one obtains by setting II(x zp = II(x~~)~I~,,, where 
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t denotes the transpose map. The identity map is an isometry between X 
and Xop but not necessarily a complete isometry. For example, REP can be 
seen to be completely isometrically isomorphic to C,,. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. If X is a normed space, then the canonical inclusion of X 
into the continuous functions on the unit ball of its dual allows us to iden- 
tify X with a subspace of a C*-algebra and hence endows X with a matrix 
normed structure such that X is an operator space [ERl]. We denote this 
operator space by MIN(X) and denote the norm on M,(MIN(X)) by 
II . II r. 
It is easily checked that the norm on M,(X) = M, 0 X obtained in this 
manner is the injective Banach space norm, M, Oi X. 
It is easily checked that if X is endowed with a matrix norm, and if 
f: X + @ is a contractive linear functional, then f is completely contractive. 
Hence 
ll~~,~ll~i”=~~P{ll~f~~~~~ll : llfll G >G Ilhjkl. 
Thus we see that MIN(X) is the minimum of all possible matrix norms 
on X, and this happens to be an operator space norm. 
We shall call X a commutative operator space if X and MIN(X) are com- 
pletely isometrically isomorphic, via the identity map. We remark here that 
if we are considering operator algebras this notation is less ambiguous than 
it may at first seem; in [B13] it is shown that a commutative operator 
space which is also a unital operator algebra is automatically a com- 
mutative algebra (in fact a uniform algebra). 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let X be a normed space and endow X with a matrix 
normed structure by setting I[(x~)\~ yax = sup{ Il(cp(xii))ll }, where the 
supremum is over all Hilbert spaces 2, and over all contractive linear 
maps cp from X to g(S). The resulting matrix normed space is easily seen 
by Ruan’s theorem [Ru] (or directly) to be an operator space and it is the 
largest of all operator space structures on X. We denote this space by 
MAX(X). 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let X be a normed space and define a norm on M,(X) = 
M, 8 X by endowing this space with the projective tensor norm. It is easily 
seen that X becomes a matrix normed space, which we denote PROJ(X), 
and that this matrix norm is the largest of all matrix norms on X which 
happen to be cross-norms on M, OX. However, in general, a matrix norm 
on X need not be a cross norm (see Example 2.6). For A = (A,) in M, and 
x in X, we only have that 
IMOXlln= II(AijxN.2 II4 IIXII, 
for an arbitrary matrix norm. 
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In general, the projective matrix norms are larger than the MAX matrix 
norms and smaller than the maximum of all matrix norms. PROJ(X) is not 
in general an operator space. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let X be a matrix normed space, and let X’ be the dual 
space. We can identify M,(X) with M,(X)’ via the duality, ((fi/), (x0)) = 
&fii(x,), forf,, in X’ and xii in X. This induces a norm on M,(X) for all 
IZ, and it is easily checked that this is a matrix norm on X’ (see [CE] ). We 
shall call this matrix normed space the Choi-Effros dual of X and denote 
it by XL,. 
Note that for f in X’, the n x n matrix with diagonal entry f, Diag(S), 
satisfies 
II Diag(f) II “, = n llfll. 
Thus, this matrix norm on M,(X’) is not a cross-norm. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let X be a matrix normed space. We define the left dual 
of X, Xi, to be the dual of X together with the norms on M,(X’) obtained 
by identifying M,(X) with B(C,(X), C,), the bounded maps from C,,(X) 
to C,, via 
Mj)(xl 9 "'2 xn)’ = (C fljCxjL ‘..9 C fnj(*,))‘. 
i J 
It is easily checked that these are matrix norms. 
Similarly, the right dual of X, Xi, is the matrix normed space obtained 
by identifying M,(X) with 9(&(X), R,) via matrix multiplication on the 
right, 
With these identifications, it is easily checked that the dot product 
pairing defines a completely isometric isomorphism between (C,); and R,, 
and between (R,): and C,. 
EXAMPLE 2.8. Let X and Y be matrix normed spaces, and let B(X, Y) 
denote the bounded linear maps from X to Y. We define the left matrix 
norm structure on B(X, Y) by identifying (L,) in M,(B(X, Y)) with the 
map in B(M,(X), M,(Y)) defined by matrix multiplication on the left, 
that is, 
(LQ)(xij) = (C Li/c(x,))* 
k 
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We have endowed B(X, Y) with a matrix norm structure which we 
denote by B,(X, Y). Now although B,(X, Y) is not a matrix norm space in 
general (in the strict sense of the definition at the beginning of this section) 
this will not matter. In fact in all of our applications it will actually be an 
operator space. In a similar fashion, we define the right matrix norm 
structure B,(X, Y) by identifying (L,) with a map in B(M,(X), M,(Y)) via 
multiplication on the right, 
Note that the identity map is a complete isometry from B,(X, Y) to 
B,(X”P, YOqOp. 
We remark that B, (and B,) are simple versions of another interesting con- 
struction n, (and n,). We define Z7,(X, Y) to be the set of linear operators 
T: X + Y such that there is a constant C with lj( TX,, TX?, . . . . Tx,)ll l,n < 
C 11(x,, .. . . x,)11 I,n, for all n and x1, . . . . X,E X. We define M,(Z7,(X, Y)) 
similarly to M,(B,(X, Y)), except we allow the matrix [L,] in M,(U,(X, Y)) 
to act on the left on n x k matrices with entries in X, k arbitrary. We omit 
the calculation that this defines a norm on M,(I;I,(X, Y)). With this matrix 
norm structure L!,(X, Y) is a matrix normed space in the strict sense. 
In our applications we have n,(X, Y) = B,(X, Y) completely isometrically, 
so we use the simpler version. The above statements follow analogously for 
n,v, 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let X be a matrix normed space; then the identifica- 
tion of x’ with B(X, C) defines a completely isometric isomorphism between 
Xi and B,(X, C) and between Xi and B,(X, C). 
Proof. We consider only the left case. We need to verify that for any 
matrix of linear functionals (f;,), 
and 
(2) suP { ~~(FLk(xkj))~~2 : lI(xij)lln~ I}, 
are equal. 
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Clearly, (1) is smaller than (2), since it is (2) restricted to matrices with 
only the first column non-zero. On the other hand, 
Set xi = Cj xkjElr and note that 11 (x;, . . . . xi)‘11 6 1. Thus, the right-hand 
side of (3) is a supremum of terms appearing in (l), from which the other 
inequality follows. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.10. Let X and Y be matrix normed spaces and let CB(X, Y) 
denote the completely bounded maps from X to Y. For (LU) in 
M,(CB(X, Y)) and (xk,) in M,(X) consider (L,(x,,)) in M,(M,,( Y))= 
M,,(Y). We set 
It is not difficult to check that with these definitions CB(X, Y) becomes 
a matrix normed space. Note also that if we identify M,(CB(X, Y)) with 
CB(X, M,(Y)) by identifying (L,) with the map L: A’+ M,(Y) given by 
L(x)= (L#)), then II(Lii)lln = llLllcb. 
It is important to note if Y is an operator space, then CB(X, Y) is easily 
seen to be an L”-matrix normed space, and so by Ruan’s theorem 
CB(X, Y) is completely isometrically isomorphic to an operator space. This 
may also be seen directly, as in [B14]. After this paper had been written 
the authors discovered that this definition had been given in [ER3]. 
When Y= C, since every bounded linear functional is completely 
bounded with the same norm, we have that X’ and CB(X, C) are isometri- 
cally isomorphic. This identification endows X’ with a matrix normed 
structure such that the dual of X becomes an operator space. We call this 
the standard operator space dual of X, and denote it simply by X’. 
The intrinsic value of this dual is that it allows us to stay in the category 
of operator spaces. Moreover, many constructions on the category of 
operator spaces transform naturally with this duality. For example, if X 
and Y are operator spaces and T: X -+ Y is completely bounded, then the 
adjoint map T’: Y’ + X’ is completely bounded and )I T’llcb = II TllCb. It is a 
consequence of the Hahn-Banach extension theorem for completely 
bounded maps that if X and Y are operator spaces and i: X-+ Y is a 
completely isometric inclusion, then i”: X” --t Y” is a completely isometric 
inclusion. A more difficult result involving this operator space dual is a 
characterization of the space MAX(X) for a normed space X. It turns out 
580’99 2-4 
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that MIN(X)‘= MAX(T) and MAX(X)‘= MIN(X’), but these results are 
beyond the scope of this paper. (See [B14]). One important point to note 
is that if X is a matrix normed space, which is not an operator space, then 
the canonical embedding of X into X” cannot be a complete isometry since 
X” is an operator space. However, this is the only obstruction. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let X be an operator space. Then the canonical 
embedding of X into X” = CB(CB(X, C), C) is a complete isometry. 
ProoJ: We may assume that X is contained in B(Z) for some Hilbert 
space 2. 
Let B be the family of finite dimensional subspaces F of T?‘; for FE 9 
write (Pi for the compression map from B(x) to B(F). 
Now if A : X-+ X” is the canonical embedding we see that if 
[xv] E M,(X) then 
II [a,1 Iln = SUP{ II C%j(fk,)l II : Cful E BALJAM,W))I 
= sup{ II [.fdxii)l II : [f/c,] E BALL(M,(X’))} 
= SUP{ II Tn(Cx,l)ll :TE: BAWCWX WJ)}. 
Certainly this last quantity is less than or equal to I( [x,] Iln. Now 
II[x,]ll = sup{ IJ((P~)~ ([xV])ll : FEN} (this is obvious: consider sets F of 
vectors on which [x,] nearly achieves its norm). Since each (Pi may be 
regarded as a completely contractive map into some M, (where 
m = dim(F)) the result follows. 1 
In [B14] it is shown that X” = (Xk,):, completely isometrically. 
3. THE HAAGERUP NORM 
In this section we develop the properties of the Haagerup tensor norm. 
We give an elementary proof that for operator spaces this tensor norm is 
completely injective. Using some duality considerations and the complete 
injectivity of the Haagerup norm we give another proof of the extension 
theorem for completely bounded maps into M,. Finally, we show (for 
operator spaces) how to realize the Haagerup norm as a factorization 
norm. 
Let A = (xii) be in M+(X) and B= (yV) be in M,& Y); then A 0 B is 
the element of M,,,(X@ Y) given by 
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This operation was first introduced by Effros [Ef]. It is valuable to note 
that if L is a matrix of scalars, then A 0 (LB) = (AL) 0 B. 
If X and Y are matrix normed spaces then we define the Haagerup 
matrix norm on X@ Y by setting for U in A&(X@ Y), 
where the infimum is taken over all such expressions for U with Ak in 
M, ,,(X), B, in M,, J Y). It is not difficult to see that with these defnitions 
X0 Y becomes a m&ix normed space, which we denote X&, Y. 
The following is easily verified, and we leave its proof to the reader. 
PRoPoSITION 3.1. The Huagerup matrix tensor norm is associative, That 
is, $ X, Y, and Z are matrix normed spaces, then ( XQh Y) Oh Z and 
X oh ( Y Qh Z) are completely isometrically isomorphic. Moreover, for U in 
M,,( X @ Y Q Z) this norm is given bv d 
II VI h =inf 2 tlAkll liBklt IIcklI : u= f A, GBk 0 Ck 9 
k=l k=l > 
There are many instances in which the sums appearing in the definition 
of the Haagerup norm can be avoided. 
We call a matrix normed space X 2-row summing if for x = (x1, l ... xk) in 
&(X), y=(++17 Sea, ~k+~) in Rj(x), then z=(x~, .**, Xk+j) in Rk+j(X) 
satisfies ~~z~~2 < llxll* + II yl/ ‘. We define 2-column summing analoguously, We 
say that X is 2-summing if it is both 2-row and 2-column summing. 
Operator spaces are easily seen to be 2-summing. If X and r are matrix 
normed then B,(X, Y) is a 2-column summing space, which is generally not 
an operator space. The importance of these classes of spaces can be seen 
below and in Theorem 3.4. 
b3fMA 3.2. If X is 2-ruw summing, and if Y is 2-column summing, then 
for u in X@ Y, 
II II u h=inf{llAl[ IlBlI : u=A DB}. 
Proof. Note that if u=CF= 1 Ai Q Bi with Aj in MI ..(X), Bi in 
M,. 1(Y), then u- 
(r$B 
A 0 B, where A= (rl A,, . . . . r,Ak) is in c, JX), B= 
J;‘B~) is in M,,(Y), n=n,+ --- +n,, and ~~>O.‘Moreover, 
by thelkipotheses ’ 
>( 
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Choosing ri= IIBiIJ/lIAill, we have that liA\l llBl/ <If=, IlAill lIBil/, from 
which it follows that the inlimum in the definition of JIullh is achieved over 
sums of length 1. [ 
We now turn our attention to the proof of the complete injectivity of the 
Haagerup norm. First, we need to establish some elementary facts about 
tensors. For u E X@ Y, and u = C;=, xi @ y,, let E = span{x,, . . . . x,}, F = 
span{ Y,, . . . . y,}. If we choose a subset of {y,, . . . . yn} which is a basis for 
6 Y 1, ...> y, (after reordering), then after expressing yk+ r, . . . . y, as linear 
combinations of y,, . . . . y, we may write u = CfE 1 x( @ yi with xl in E. 
Choosing a basis x’, , . . . . XL for the span of {x’, . . . . x; > we may rewrite u = 
Cy= 1 xi @ yj. Clearly, after finitely many iterations of this process we will 
have expressed u = zp= I ij@ pi with { il, . . . . i,} and (jr, . . . . j,,,} linearly 
independent subsets of E and F, respectively. (In fact, the sets {x’, . . ..xL}. 
(YL -.., yk} are already linearly independent.) 
The following is undoubtedly well known. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let UEX@Y and let u=~~~~xi~yi=~,k~,u,Owj be 
two ways to express u as a sum of elementary tensors such that each of the 
sets {x1, . . . . x,}, {y,, . . . . y,}, {u,, . . . . II,}, and {wl, . . . . wm} is linearly 
independent. Then span{x,, . . . . x,} = span{u,, . . . . II,}, and span{ y,, . . . . u,} 
= span{ wi, . . . . w,}. 
Proof: Let fi: X+ @ be linear functionals with h(x,) = 6,, i, j= 1, . . . . n. 
Forfi@l:X@Y-+ Y, we havethatyi=(fi@l)(u)=C;I=,fi(u,)w,,from 
which it follows that yip span{ wr, . . . . w,). The remaining cases follow 
similarly. 1 
Note that by the above m = n and this value we call the rank of u. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let X and Y be matrix normed spaces with X row 2-sum- 
ming and Y column 2-summing. If X, c X and Y, c Y are subspaces, then the 
canonical inclusion of X, Oh Y, into XOh Y is an isometry. 
Proof. Let lluli, denote the norm of u in X, Oh Y, and let l/u/l = 
inf{ [IAll IIBII : u = A 0 B}, A E M,,,(X), BE M,,,( Y) denote the norm of u 
in XOh Y. Clearly, Ilull < jlulll. 
Write u=AOB, A=(x, ,..., x,)EM~,,(X), B=(y, ,..., Y,)~EM,,~(Y) 
and assume that y,, . . . . yk are linearly independent. Thus, we may write 
B= L(y,, . . . . yk)‘, where L is an n x k matrix of scalars. If we let L = UP be 
the polar form of L, then U is an n x k isometry and P is a k x k invertible 
matrix. Let B’ = ( yi, . . . . yb)’ = P( y,, . . . . yJ, so that u = A 0 (UB’) = 
(AU) 0 B’. Note that 
IIAII II4 = IIAII II UB’II = II4 IIB’II 2 IlAW IIB’II. 
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Thus, we have written u = A’ 0 B’ with [[A’ll IIB’II < [IAIl l[Bll and with the 
entries of B’ linearly independent. Inductively, we may write u = A” 0 B” 
such that ]]A” 11 IIB”II < 11 A 11 IIBII with the entries of A” and of E’ linearly 
independent. (Again two iterations suffice. ) 
Since ok E X@ Y, by Lemma 3.3 we see that the entries of A” and of B” 
belong to X, and Yl, respectively. Hence /lull f < IIA”JI /IB”II < 11~4 11 IIBI/ and 
since A and B were arbitrary, Ilull 1 < Ilull. 1 
It is interesting to note that the only property of the matrix normed 
spaces used in the proof of the injectivity of the Haagerup norm was that 
II II 24 h=inf{llAiI /B/l :u= A 0 B}, with no sums needed. In spite of this fact 
we shall see later that there are matrix normed spaces for which the 
Haagerup norm is not injective. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let X and Y be matrix normed spaces. Then the 
map CD: C,(X)& R,(Y) 4&(X& Y) given by @(A@B)= A OB is u 
completely isometric isomorphism. 
P~ouJ: Let U=cf=, Ai@Bi=(Al,..., Ak)~(B1 ,..., BJ; then Q(U)= 
XT= 1 Aj 0 Bi. If we regard V= (A,, . . . . Ak) as an element of M, JX) with 
columns Ai, and w= (B,, . . . . BJ as an element of Mk J Y) wit’h rows Bi I 
then O(U)= Vg IV. 
Since II(A, 3 qq-7 alI in M, k( C,(X)) is the same as 11 T/II in M, JX), and 
II@ 1 9 l “9 w in Mk,dw yi) is the same as 11 Wll in Mk,J Y), ‘it follows 
that IWII = ll@(u)II,~ and so @ is an isometry. The proof that @ is a 
complete isometry is identical. 1 
THEOREM 3.6. Let X and Y be operator spaces, X, c X, Y1 c Y sub- 
spaces. Then the inclusion of X1 ah Y, into X&, Y is a complete isometry. 
Proof. The inclusion is an isometry since operator spaces are 
2-summing, and a complete isometry by Proposition 3.5 and the fact that 
C,(X) and R,( Y) are operator spaces and hence 2-summing. i 
We now focus on some extension theorems for completely bounded 
maps which follow from the complete injectivity of the Haagerup tensor 
norm and some elementary duality considerations. 
Let X, Y9 and 2 be matrix normed spaces, let q: X& Y+Z be 
completely bounded and define Z, : X + B,( Y, 2) and R, : Y + B,(X, 2) by 
L&)(y) = q(x@ y) and RJ y)(x) = q(x@ y). Note that for A in M,(X) 
and B in M,(Y) we have that 
@“(A 0 B) = (L’;‘(A))(B) = (R:‘(B))(A), 
from which it follows that 11 q ]I& = 11 L, fI cb = 11 R,)Icb l We have the following: 
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hOPOSITION 3.7. Let X, Y, and Z be matrix normed spaces. Then the 
maps q + L, and q~ -+ R, define isometrics from the space CB(X@, Y, 2) 
onto CB(X, B,( Y5 Z)) and onto CB( Y, B,(X, Z)) respectively. 
We remark that CB(X@, Y, 2) = CB(X, n,( Y, 2)) = CB( Y, nl(X, 2)) 
isometrically too. We omit the proof. 
With these identifications, a proof that every completely bounded map 
from an operator space into M, extends (see [Pal, Wi]) becomes an easy 
exercise in bootstrapping. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let X be an operator space, and let Y c X be a subspace. 
Then every completely bounded map q: Y + M, can be extended to a 
completely bounded map 4: X + M, with 
Proof. Since R, and X are operator spaces R, oh Y is completely 
isometrically included in I?, oh X by Theorem 3.6. Hence every bounded 
linear functional on R, Oh Y extends to a bounded linear functional on 
R, oh X. Using the fact that bounded linear functionals are completely 
bounded, and the identifications (see Proposition 3.7) of CB(R, &, Y, a=) 
with CB( Y, B,(R,, @)) and CB(R,@, X, a=) with CB(X, B,(R,, C)), we see 
that every completely bounded linear map from Y to B,(R,, C) extends to 
a map from X to B,(R,, UJ with the same cb-norm. 
It is easy to see that the dot product pairing between R, and C, defines 
a completely isometric isomorphism of B,( R,, @) onto C,. Thus we have 
proven an extension theorem for completely bounded maps into C,. 
In [PS] it is shown that the Haagerup tensor product of operator spaces 
is again an operator space (see also [Ru]). Now consider the operator 
spaces Y& C, CX& C,. By the above argument every map in 
CB( Y& C,, C,) extends to a map in CB(X& C,, C,). However, using 
Proposition 3.7 again we see that CB( Y& C,, C,) = CB( Y, B,(C,, C,)) 
isometrically, and the same is true with Y replaced by X. Repeating the 
argument above we conclude that a completely bounded map from Y into 
B,( C,, C,) extends to a completely bounded map from X into B,( C,, C,) 
with the same cb-norm. 
Finally, the proof is completed by observing that B,( C,, C,,) = M, com- 
pletely isometrically, via the usual identification of a matrix with a linear 
transformation. 1 
Remark 3.9. The only non-elementary point in the above proof is the 
fact that if X is an operator space, then X& C, is again an operator space. 
The only known proofs of this fact rest ultimately on the characterization 
of operator systems given in [CE]. However, we can avoid using this result 
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by working with L”-matrix normed spaces throughout. It is not hard to 
see that if Xis L”-matrix normed then X, C,(X), and R,(X) are 2-summing. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 3.6 shows, independently of Ruan’s theorem, 
that the Haagerup tensor product behaves completely injectively for L”- 
matrix normed spaces. It is also elementary that if X and Y are La-matrix 
normed spaces, then so is X0,, Y. Thus using these observations one may 
indeed recover Theorem 3.8 (and 3.6) without using results in [CE], [PSI, 
or [Ru], since of course every operator space is an L”-matrix normed 
space. 
Remark 3.10. If the Haagerup tensor norm was completely injective for 
all matrix normed spaces, then the techniques of the proof of Theorem 3.8 
would apply to yield that completely bounded maps into M, enjoy the 
extension property for all matrix normed spaces. However, in [ERl ] 
examples were given of a matrix normed space, a subspace, and a 
completely bounded map of the subspace into M, which did not possess 
completely bounded extensions of the same cb-norm. Thus, there must be 
examples of matrix normed spaces such that the Haagerup tensor is not 
completely injective. It is interesting to recall that all that is really essential 
to the proof of the complete injectivity of the Haagerup norm for operator 
spaces is that the norm be achieved using only sums of length one. 
Proposition 3.7, combined with the complete injectivity of the Haagerup 
tensor norm, can be used to generate many exotic matrix normed spaces X 
with the Hahn-Banach extension property for completely bounded maps 
from operator spaces into X. Proposition 3.7 is also useful for identifying 
dual pairings. 
Note that by Proposition 3.4, M, = C,@,, R,. On the other hand, by 
Proposition 3.7, CB(R,@,, C,, C) = CB(R,, B,(C,, C)) = CB(R,, R,) = 
M,, where the equals sign denotes isometries. Thus R, Oh C, can be 
isometrically identified with the dual of M,, (ML, II.11 ,) where I/ .I1 I denotes 
the trace class norm. 
If we let ‘F R,,@,, C, + ML denote this map, then for u = 
CjriQcj, yy(U)=@,~ where @,(A) = Ci riAc,. Identify M,(R, @,, C,) = 
CARJOt, &AC,) = M/c,,, Qt, M,,, and M,(Mk) = CB(M,, M,); then the 
map ul, becomes Yk(U)=Qu:M,,-+Mk, where Du(A)=CiXi,4Yi if 
u=CXtQ Yi (XiEMk,nr Y, E M,,,). Using the generalized Stinespring 
representation of completely bounded maps, we see that IIQu llcb = II UI(,, 
and so Y is a complete isometry. 
We now turn our attention to factorization norms. If u = x xi@ yi in 
X@ Y, then we may identify u with a map ti: X’ + Y via a(f) = Cf(xi) yi. 
If we lix a Banach space Z, then by considering factorization through Z, 
we may induce a norm on X@ Y, namely [lul/ = inf{Cj IlS, II II Tj II }, where 
the infimum is over all representations, ii = cj TjSj, where S,: A” --f Z and 
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Tj: Z + Y. Factorization norms play a central role in the theory of tensor 
products of Banach spaces (see [ Pil, GL] ). 
THEOREM 3.11. Let X and Y be operator spaces and let u E XOh Y; then 
I14h=i~f{II~lIcb IITllcb : SECB(X’, R,), TECB(R,, Y), fi= TS}. 
Proof Let u = A 0 B, A = (xi, . . . . x,), B= (yl, . . . . y,)’ and define 
S: X’ + R, and T: R, + Y by S(f) = [f(x,), . . . . f(x,)], T( [A,, . . . . A,,]) = 
4 Yl + ... +AzY,, so that ii=TS, SECB(X’, R,), TECB(R,, Y). We 
shall show that lISllcb = 1141, IITIlcb = IIBII, f rom which it follows that JIuIJ s 
is larger than the right-hand side of the above equation. 
Note that T((A,, . . . . A,)) = (A,, . . . . &)B, from which it follows that 
11 T/I,, 6 /I BII. On the other hand, if we define C = (C,) in M,(R,) via 
Ci=ei, C,=O, j# 1, then l/Cll = 1, and IIT’“‘(C)II = IIBII. Thus IITIIcb= 
IIBII. 
For the other equality, define A, = (ak,) in M,(X) by a,,= x,, ak,= 0 for 
k# 1, so that l/All = IIAJ. 
By Theorem 2.11, 
IIAIII =sW{IlUijfak~))ll : II(h 6 1) 
=suP{ Il(s(.fij))ll : llUij)ll G l} 
= IISllcb, 
where the supremum is over all (fV) in 44,(X’), m arbitrary. Thus, IIAII = 
IIsIIcb~ 
For the reverse inequality, consider S: X’ + R,, S(f) = ( Yu,(f), . . . . YJf)), 
lyi~X”, and T: R, + Y, T((A.,, . . . . A,)) = il, y, + . + A,, y, with ii = TS. 
Repeating the above arguments we see that II TIIcb = I/( y,, . . . . Y~)~II in 
C,I( y)~ 11 sII cb = II ( yl > ..-T Y,,)ll in RJX”), where X” is the standard operator 
space second dual. Note that u = Y1 Q y, + . . . + Y” @ y, in x” @ Y. Thus 
IISll,,, II TII & > Ilull ,, in X” Oh Y. But by the injectivity of the Haagerup 
norm and the fact that X s X” completely isometrically (Theorem 2.11), we 
have that the right-hand side is larger than the left. 1 
Remark 3.12. From the proof of the above theorem we see that if X 
and Y are matrix normed but not operator spaces, then the factorization 
formula is smaller, in general, than /lull ,,. In fact, it is the Haagerup norm 
of u taken in X” a,, Y. Recall that when X is not an operator space, then 
the canonical inclusion of X into the standard operator space dual X” is 
completely contractive, but not a complete isometry. 
Remark 3.13. It is possible to prove Theorem 3.11 from first principles, 
without using the injectivity of the Haagerup norm. It then follows from 
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the Banach space argument for the injectivity of H that the Haagerup norm 
is injective. However, to follow this line of proof, one needs an additional 
fact, namely, that subspaces and matrix normed quotients of R, are com- 
pletely isometrically isomorphic to Rk, for some k. We prove this fact in 
Section 4. Recall that if X is matrix normed and Yc X, then X/Y is 
endowed with a matrix norm, via 
/I tx,j f Y) II = inf{ II Cxij + Yij) II : Yij E y>. 
4. CONNECTIONS WITH THE COMMUTATIVE THEORY 
In his address to the ICM in 1986 E. G. Effros [Ef] proposed a theory 
of generalized or “quantized” functional analysis. The idea is that the 
category of normed vector spaces and bounded linear maps may be em- 
bedded as a subcategory in the category of operator spaces and completely 
bounded maps. More precisely if we are given a normed vector space X we 
may associate with it [ERl] a canonical commutative operator space 
MIN(X), as in Example 2.3. Thus normed vector spaces may be considered 
as the commutative operator spaces; and the matricial theory of general 
operator spaces is a “noncommutative” generalization of functional 
analysis. For instance, the extension theorem for completely bounded maps 
(see Section 2) is a generalization of the classical Hahn-Banach theorem. 
Ruan’s characterization of operator spaces is a noncommutative Bourbaki- 
Alaoglu theorem [Ef, Ru]. The notion of the standard dual of an operator 
space (Sections 2 and 5. [ B14]) leads to further generalizations. We now 
identify some other results in the completely bounded theory which are 
generalizations of known results in Banach space tensor product theory. 
This leads us into a discussion of Pisier’s gamma norms [Pi2]. Given a 
normed space X and a family of sesquilinear forms on X we construct a 
natural embedding of X into the bounded operators on a Hilbert space. 
This construction is interesting in many ways; in particular it allows us to 
identify each gamma norm as a special case of the Haagerup norm. 
In [Gr], Grothendieck considered 14 natural norms defined on the 
algebraic tensor product X@ Y of two normed spaces X and Y. The most 
important ones for our purposes are the injective norm 1, the projective 
norm y, and the norm H. The last-mentioned norm H, corresponding to 
factorization through a Hilbert space, is also known as yZ [Pill or tlZz 
[GL]; and may be defined as 
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for u E X@ Y, where the supremum is taken over all f~ BALL(X) and all 
gE BALL( Y’), and the infimum is taken over all representations u = 
Cy=l Xi@y, Of 24. 
We show in Section 5 that the spatial operator space tensor norm is the 
noncommutative generalization of the injective tensor norm 1, and we find 
the noncommutative generalization of the projective norm y. We now 
proceed to find the norm which the Haagerup operator space tensor norm 
generalizes, from which follow some interesting observations. 
If X and Y are two normed spaces we may regard them as commutative 
operator spaces in the way outlined above and form the Haagerup tensor 
product MIN(X)@, MIN( Y). This new operator space will not in general 
be a commutative operator space. Now consider MIN(X)@, MIN( Y) 
regarded as a normed vector space. This is the (uncompleted) tensor 
product of the normed spaces X and Y with respect to a certain normed 
space tensor norm, which we now identify. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. rf X and Y are normed spaces then MIN(X) Oh 
MIN( Y) is linearly isometrically isomorphic to XoH Y. 
This result follows immediately by inspection. A proof is also contained 
in the discussion at the end of this section. 
Once it is seen that the Haagerup norm II.11 h is the noncommutative 
generalization of Grothendieck’s H-norm many results in the theory of the 
Haagerup norm and completely bounded multilinear maps may be seen to 
be noncommutative generalizations of known results in the metric theory 
of tensor products of Banach spaces. For instance Paulsen and Smith’s 
complete injectivity of the Haagerup norm (see Section 3) is the noncom- 
mutative generalization of the injectivity of the H-norm (a fact well known 
to Banach space experts). The characterization of operator algebras given 
in [BRS] is shown in [B13] to be the noncommutative version of Tonge’s 
characterization of uniform algebras [Tn]. It follows from [B12, Proposi- 
tion 21 that the canonical map from the completed Haagerup tensor 
product of two operator spaces into the completed spatial (or injective) 
tensor product of those spaces is a monomorphism; and this generalizes a 
result of Carne [Ca2]. Finally, the factorization results for the Haagerup 
norm in Section 3 generalize the factorization properties of H. 
G. Pisier has pointed out to the authors that although the Haagerup 
norm is associative (Proposition 3.1) the H-norm is not (that is, 
(~OHy)OHZ#~OH(YOHz) isometrically for normed spaces X, Y, 
and Z). If one loses track of the categories involved then this may seem to 
be a paradox; the point is that MIN(X)@, MIN( Y) is not completely 
isometrically isomorphic to MIN(X@, Y). This nonassociativity we 
believe is one piece of evidence that the H-norm should be regarded as a 
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matricial norm (i.e., the restriction of the Haagerup norm) instead of 
purely as a normed space tensor norm. 
In [Pi21 Pisier denotes the H-norm by y2 and introduces a whole class 
of related tensor norms which he calls gamma norms. We begin by recalling 
the delinition of the gamma norms. Suppose Xi and X, are normed spaces 
and suppose that K, (respectively K,) are sets of positive sesquilinear forms 
on X, x X, (respectively X, x X,) with norm less than or equal to 1. We 
shall need one further condition on the sets Ki (i= 1, 2), namely we require 
for i= 1, 2 that 
for each XE X,. This last condition is different from the condition Pisier 
assumes; but it is certainly not more restrictive. 
We can now define a norm CI on X, Q X, by 
U(U) = inf sup { {( JJ, (PCxi, x.))1’2 (i, +(Viy 1.1))“*}} 
for u E X, 0 X,, where the supremum is taken over cp E K,, and IJ in K2, 
and the infimum is taken over all representations u = C:=, xi@ yj of U. 
Such a norm will be called a gamma norm. It is not clear yet that they are 
in fact norms; this will follow from the sequel. 
EXAMPLE 4.2 [Pi2]. Let X, and X2 be normed vector spaces, and for 
i = 1, 2 let Ki be the set of sesquilinear forms on Xix Xi given by 
(x3 Y) --) cp(x) cp(YL 
where cp is a contractive linear functional on Xi. The corresponding amma 
norm is Grothendieck’s norm H (or y2). 
The example above shows that H, which by Proposition 4.1 is a special 
case of the Haagerup norm, is a gamma norm. We now show that all 
gamma norms are special cases of the Haagerup norm. To do this we need 
the following construction. 
Let X be a normed space and let K be a set of positive sesquilinear forms 
on Xx X of norm less than or equal to 1 satisfying the condition 
llxll = SUP{ Id& XII “2 : cp E K} 
for each x E X. We find it convenient to consider bilinear forms on Xx A’* 
instead of sesquilinear forms on Xx A’. Here X* is the conjugate normed 
space of X; that is X* = {x* : XEX}, where IIx*ll = IIxII, x* + y* = 
(x + Y)*Y and (Ax)* =Xx*. There is clearly a bijective correspondence 
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between sesquilinear forms cp on Xx X, and bilinear maps 4: Xx X* -+ @, 
namely 
@4X? Y*) = cp(x, Y). 
This correspondence cp + $ transforms the set K into a set K of contractive 
bilinear maps on Xx X* which satisfy the condition 
@(x,x*)>0 for each x E X. 
Moreover, for x E X we have 
llxll = sup{ I@(& x*)1 : @ E K}. 
Now if @ E E then the n-fold amplification [PS] @5, : M,(X) x 
M,(X*) + M, is easily seen to satisfy an analogous condition 
q&, x*) 3 0 for x E M,(X), 
where if x= [xii] then x* = [x;]. 
We define a matricial structure on X by defining 
IIXlln=sup{ II~n(X,X*w2: 44 
for x E M,(X). We show 11. Iln is a norm by considering the sesquilinear 
forms on M,(X) x M,(X) given by 
for @ E j? and i E BALL(C,). Each of these induces a seminorm on M,(X), 
and since the supremum of these seminorms is II .[I n it follows that II.11 n is 
a seminorm. However, if llxlln = 0 then for @ E R and < E BALL(C,) we 
have 
o= ($“(X, x*)L 0 - - 
= f Ci$Cxik, x$)ij 
i,j,k= 1 
=$, 4 ( ,gl ciXik, ( iI cixik)*). 
Thus for each k 
Choosing J appropriately yields x = 0; and so 1) . )I n is a norm. 
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We now show that these matrix norms satisfy Ruan’s conditions [Ru], 
so that (X, 11. /I.) is an operator space. 
It is clear that /I~Oyll~+,~=max{llxll~,II~~l~} for XEM,(X) and 
y E M,(X). Now if A, BE M, and if x E M,(X) we have 
ll~.dl,=~~P{ II&(& bw*w*: 44 
= sup{ lI@,(Ax, x*A*))ll I’* : @J E JZ} 
= sup{ IIA@,(X, x*) A*11 l/,2 : 0 E X} 
d II4 ll-d,I~ 
and 
Il4, = SUP{ II4,W, (4*)11”2 : 4 ER) 
= sup{ Il@,(xB, B*x*)II”~ : @E k} 
< IIBII SUP{ /I4,z(x, x*)ll 1’2 :+ E k) 
= IIBII Ibll,,~ 
To prove the last inequality we have employed the following fact: 
lIBlj2 ij,Jx, x*) - @,(xB, B*x*) = IiBil’ @,(x, x*) - 4,(x, BB*x*) 
=@,Jx, (IIBJ12-BB*)x*) 
= @,,(x( [lBjl* - BB*)“2, (/I BIl 2 - BB*)“* x) 
2 0. 
Therefore (X, 11. IIn) is an operator space. For notational convenience 
we shall write BK(X) for this space. We denote the opposite operator 
space gK(X)Op by -IzK(X). In fact, &(X) can be constructed directly by 
considering bilinear forms on A’* x X instead of on Xx X*. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let (X, ( ., . )) be an inner product space, and let K= 
{ (., .)}. Then BJK(X) and 5$(X) are “generalized” inner product spaces. 
These operator spaces behave well with respect to taking subspaces and 
quotients. For instance, if X= 15 it is not hard to see that a,(X) = R, and 
ZK(X) = C, completely isometrically. This shows that the operator space 
structure of R, or C, is “basis free.” It also follows that subspaces and 
operator space quotients of R, (respectively C,) are completely isometri- 
cally isomorphic to Rk (respectively C,) for some k 6 n. Note that if we 
form the tensor product 1: 0, lj; with respect to the gamma norm a given 
by the natural sesquilinear form then we obtain ML. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4. Let X be a normed vector space and let K be the set of 
sesquilinear forms on X of the type described in Example 4.2; then 
9’(X) = S&(X) = MIN(X) completely isometrically. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let X be an operator space contained in a C*-algebra 
J& and let 9 be the set of sesquilinear forms on XX X of the form 
(4 Y)+s(xY*) 
for states s of J& Let 9 be the set of sesquilinear forms on XX X of the 
form 
(4 Y) + S(Y”X) 
for states s of &. Then we can form the operator spaces 9” (X), g9 (X), 
3& (X), and B9 (X) in the manner described above; in general none of 
these four spaces are completely isometrically isomorphic to X. In fact, in 
general, X is not completely isometrically isomorphic to 5$-(X) or gK(X) 
for any set K of sesquilinear furms. 
We now return to the gamma norms. If X, and Xz and KI and K2 
are as in the definition of the gamma norm then we may form the 
operator spaces 9K,(X1 ) and S$&&). An easy calculation shows that 
&,(X1) Oh 5&J&) is isometrically isomorphic to XI 0, X2, where a is the 
gamma norm defined earlier in terms of K, and K2. Thus each gamma 
norm is indeed a special case of the Haagerup norm. 
There is a partial converse to this. Pisier has pointed out [Pi21 that the 
Haagerup tensor product X, oh X2 of two operator spaces X1 and Xz is 
isometrically isomorphic to the tensor product X, 0, X2 with respect o the 
gamma norm a defined by the set 9 of sesquilinear forms defined on Xx X 
and the set 5 of sesquilinear forms defmed on Y x Y in Example 4.5. In the 
light of the preceding discussion we see ~35’~ (X,) &, SF (X,) is isometrically 
isomorphic to X1 oh Xz since both are isometrically isomorphic to 
XI 0, x2- However, since in general 9& (X, ) and 5$ (X,) are not 
completely isometrically isomorphic to X, and X2, respectively, 
R, (X,) &, y9 (X,) and X, ah Xz are not completely isometrically 
isomorphic. 
Finally, we note that if we consider operator valued sesquilinear maps 
instead of scalar valued forms a similar construction is possible, and 
moreover all operator spaces arise in this manner. 
5. OPERATOR SPACE TENSOR NORMS 
n 
In t 
orm. 
. his 
Th 
section we a 
.e theory of 
xiomatize the concept of an operator space tensor 
C*-algebra tensor norms i s now rich and well 
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developed, playing a significant role in the structure theory of C*-algebras 
[La]. Similarly operator algebra tensor norms [PP] and operator system 
tensor norms [CE] have been studied, with applications to representation 
theory. Operator space tensor norms on the other hand have been 
neglected, with interest concentrated on two particular operator space 
tensor norms, the spatial and the Haagerup norms. One reason for this has 
been the absence of an appropriate duality theory for operator spaces. 
However, armed with the concept of the standard dual to an operator 
space a natural definition of an operator space tensor norm, and corre- 
sponding theory, presents itself. Moreover this theory has many analogies 
with the tensor product theory for Banach spaces. 
We therefore begin with a review of the elementary facts from the 
Banach space theory. It is convenient however to state the results for 
general normed spaces. 
If X and Y are normed spaces and if a is a norm defined on the algebraic 
tensor product X@ Y then a is said to be a cross norm provided 
G@Y)= IId IIYII f or XEX and YE Y. We will write X@, Y for the 
normed space (X0 Y, a). It is clear that X@, @ and c 0, X are isometri- 
cally isomorphic to X for any cross norm a. 
There is a natural duality pairing between X’@ Y’ and X@ Y given by 
for f E X’, g E Y’, x E X, and y E Y. Now if 01 is a norm on X@ Y the pairing 
above provides X’@ Y’ with a natural norm, which we write as a’. 
If cc and p are norms on X@ Y we write a 6 p if cc(u) < P(U) for each 
II E X@ Y. With respect o this ordering there is a greatest cross norm y, the 
projective tensor norm. However, in general there is no least cross norm. 
Nonetheless, there is a least cross norm a such that the dual norm a’ is 
also a cross norm, namely the inject& tensor norm 1. For an element 
c n i=l xj@yj of X@ Y we have 
= sup i f(Xi) g(yi) : f EBALL(X’), gEBALL(Y’) 
i- I 
We can identify X@; Y with a subspace of B(X’, Y) via the isometric 
embedding X@ Y _ + B(X’, Y) which takes an element Cy= L xi@ yi to the 
operator which maps 
f + i ftxt) Yi 
i= 1 
for f~ X’. Similarly X@ b Y may be identified as a subspace of B( Y’, X). 
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To describe X@, Y we identify its dual space. We recall that if X, Y, and 
Z are normed spaces and if P Xx Y + Z is a bilinear map then Y is said 
to be bounded if )I YlI = sup{ 11 Y(x, y)II : x E BALL(X), y E BALL( Y)} < co. 
We write B(Xx Y; Z) for the resulting normed space of all bounded 
bilinear maps Xx Y + Z. It is not hard to see that @Xx K Z) and 
B(X, B( Y, Z)) and B( Y, B(X, Z)) are isometrically isomorphic via canoni- 
cal identifications. Now X8, Y is defined so that (X0, Y)’ is isometrically 
isomorphic to B(Xx Y; C) via the usual identifications of bilinear maps 
with linear maps on the tensor product. 
From the above one can show that if CI is a norm on X@ Y then 
J < tl< y if and only if c1 and a’ are cross norms. Also, on X’ @ Y’ we have 
y’ = i although in general i’ # y. 
We now establish the analogous results for tensor products of operator 
spaces. Suppose X and Y are operator spaces, and that x = [xii] E M,(X) 
and y = [y,,] E M,(Y). It is convenient when there is no danger of confu- 
sion to write x@y for the element [~~@y~,](~,~),.(~,/) of M,,(X@ Y); in 
other words we employ the algebraic identification of M,(X)@M,( Y) 
with M,,(X@ Y). Suppose now that for each n E N there is a norm a, 
defined on M,(X@ Y) such that (X0 Y, CC,) is an operator space. We say 
that c( is an operator space cross norm on X8 Y if 
%,(X0 Y) = llxlln IlAm 
for each x E M,(X) and y E M,( Y). 
We will write X@, Y for the operator space (X0 Y, CI,). It is clear that 
if X is an operator space then X@, @ (respectively CO, X) is completely 
isometrically isomorphic to X for any operator space cross norm c1 on 
X@ C (respectively @ 0 X). 
If (X0 Y, CI,) is a matrix normed space then the natural duality pairing 
between X’@ Y’ and X@ Y provides x’@ Y’ with an operator space 
structure (X’ 0 Y’, LX;). Explicitly 
~N~,I)=~~P{IICW~, u ,)lll : C~MIEBALUM,(XO, VI} 
for [ YU] E M,(X’ @ Y’). In the future if E and Fare matrix normed spaces 
and ( ., . ): F x E + @ is a bilinear map we shall write an expression 
C<fqy ek,>l as CL e)nmy or simply (f, e) (where f = [fO] E M,(F) and 
e = [ek,] E M,(E)). Thus the dual norm tl’ may be written as 
cc;(Y) = sup{ II (Y, U> II : UE BAWM,(XO, VI} 
for YEM,(X’@ Y’). 
If (10 Y, a,) and (X0 Y, 8,) are matrix normed spaces we write c1 </I 
if CL,(U) < PJu) for all n and for all u E M,(X@ Y). We shall show presently 
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that with respect to this ordering there is a greatest operator space cross 
norm, the projective operator space cross norm A. In general there is no 
least operator space cross norm; nonetheless we show that there is a least 
operator space cross norm IX such that the dual norm CI’ is also an operator 
space cross norm. This is the spatial or injective [Pal] operator space cross 
norm V, defined via the inclusion of X0 Y in 3?(% 0 ,X) if X and Y as 
operator spaces are contained in 9?(X) and 3(X), respectively. We may 
write the norm V more explicitly as 
for UE M,(X@ Y), where the supremum is taken over all Hilbert 
spaces &’ and X and all completely contractive maps S: X+ B(X) and 
T: Y --) B(X), and where the norm in the right-hand side is calculated in 
M,(B(X 0 W). 
The next proposition shows that it s&ices to consider finite dimensional 
Hilbert spaces in the (second) definition of V above. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let X and Y be operator spaces. The injective operator 
space norm is given by 
v, (U) = sup{ II u-o g, Wmll 1 
for U E M,,(X@ Y), where the supremum is taken over allf E BALL(M,,(X’)) 
and g E BALL(M,,( Y’)). 
ProoJ Using the canonical identifications of M,(X’) and M4( Y’) with 
CB(X, M,) and CB( Y, M,), respectively, it is seen that the right-hand side 
of the equality above equals the quantity 
sup{ II(SO T)‘“’ (VII 1 
for UE M,(X@ Y), where the supremum is taken over all finite dimensional 
Hilbert spaces 2 and X, and all S, T as before. It is clear that this quan- 
tity is dominated by V, (U). We now use the same technique as that in the 
proof of the complete inclusion of an operator space in its second dual 
(Theorem 2.11) to obtain the reverse inequality. Suppose that XE 93(X) 
and Ycg(X), where X’ and X now are not necessarily finite dimen- 
sional Hilbert spaces. Then V, (U) = II UI( M,(B(JI”BXu. Let 9 be the family 
of all finite dimensional subspaces F of X, and let 3 be the family of all 
finite dimensional subspaces G of X. For FE 9 (respectively G E 3) write 
(Pi (respectively (I/G) for the compression map 33(X) -+9+?(F) (respectively 
B(X) 4 B(G)). Then it is easy to see that 
II UII M,(B(JYO@X)) = sup{ Il(cp,O $Z) (W M,(L3(F6G-))}, 
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where the supremum is taken over all FE 9 and G E 9. Since each qF and 
$G is completely contractive the result follows. 1 
Just as in the normed space case there are the usual canonical maps from 
X@ Y into the space of linear operators from X’ to Y (respectively Y’ to 
X). It is not hard to see that the ranges of these maps are composed of 
completely bounded operators. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Let X and Y be operator spaces. The canonical maps 
from X@, Y into CB(X’, Y) and CB( Y’, X), respectively, are complete 
isometries. 
ProoJ This follows directly from Theorems 5.1 and 2.11. 1 
To describe the projective operator space cross norm A we identify the 
corresponding dual space. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let X, Y, and Z be matrix normed spaces, and let 
Yy: Xx Y + Z be a bilinear map. We say that Y is jointly completely 
bounded if 
II PII =sup{ II P’&, ~~e)lll : C-QI E BALLWJX)), Cywl E BALL M,(Y))) 
is finite. 
The space JCB(X x Y, Z) of jointly completely bounded maps Xx Y + Z 
has a natural matrix normed structure, given by identifying M,(JCB(Xx Y, Z)) 
with JCB(X x Y, M,(Z)). If Y = [Y,,] E M,(JCB(X x Y, Z)) then 
II vn = SUPi II CKSCQ~ Y!d)l II : 
L-q1 E BALLW,(X)), CY~ E BALWf,( Y))j. 
With this matrix norm structure it is easy to see that JCB(Xx Y, Z) and 
CB(X, CB( Y, Z)) and CB( Y, CB(X, Z)) are completely isometrically 
isomorphic via canonical identifications. Now X@/, Y is defined so that 
(X@,, Y)’ is completely isometrically isomorphic to JCB(Xx Y, C) via the 
usual identification of bilinear maps with linear maps on the tensor 
product. Henceforth we shall often ignore the distinction between bilinear 
maps and linear maps on the tensor product. More specifically, for 
UE M,(X@ Y) define 
where the supremum is taken over all YE BALL(M,(JCB(X x Y, C))). It 
is not difficult to see using Ruan’s theorem [Ru] (or directly as in [B14]) 
that with this matrix norm structure XOA Y is an operator space. 
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PROPOSITION 5.4. Zf X and Y are operator spaces then (A’@,, Y)’ is 
canonically completely isometrically isomorphic to each of the spaces 
JCB(Xx Y, C), CB(X, Y’) and CB( Y, X’). 
Proof: It is clear that if YE BALL(M,(JCB(Xx Y, C))) then 
YE BALL(M,((X@, Y)‘)). Conversely, if YE BALL(M,((X@, Y)‘)) 
then, since x0 YE BALL(M,,(X@, Y)) for XE BALL(M,(X)) and 
y E BALL(M,( Y)), we have 
IIw~-@Y)lldll~ll, IIYllq; 
therefore !PYE BALL(M,(JCB(Xx Y, C))). 1 
THEOREM 5.5. The projective operator space tensor norm is an operator 
space cross norm. Zf X and Y are operator spaces and if c( is an operator 
space cross norm on X@ Y then c(,, < A,, on M,(X@ Y) for each n. Thus the 
projective operator space tensor norm is the largest operator space cross 
norm. 
ProojI We begin by proving the second statement; this together with 
the fact that the spatial tensor norm is an operator space cross norm gives 
the first statement. 
If a is an operator space cross norm on X@ Y and if YE 
BALL(M,((X@, Y)‘) then for x E BALL(M,(X)) and y E BALL(M,( Y)) 
we have 
Therefore Y is jointly completely contractive, and so by Theorem 2.11 we 
have 
a,(U)=sup{ Il(Y, U>II : Y’EBALL(M,((XO, Y)‘)} 
<sup{ IICY, U>ll : YYEBALL(M,((X@,, Y)‘)} 
=A, (WY 
for UEM,(X@ Y). 1 
THEOREM 5.6. The dual A’ of the projective operator space cross norm is 
the spatial norm V. 
Proof: Let X and Y be operator spaces, and let YE M,,,(X’ @ Y’). We 
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wish to show that the norm of Y as an element of M,((X@, Y)‘) coin- 
cides with its norm as an element of 44,(X’@” Y’). Consider the diagram 
M,(X’Q” Y’) l Mm((XQ* m 
J \ 
M,(CB(X”, Y’)) M,(CWX Y’)) 
J 
M,(CB(X”, Y”‘)) 
where all the maps are the canonical ones. The only map possibly needing 
explanation is the map on the lower right: this is the amplification of the 
second Banach space adjoint map “: CB(X, Y’) --+ CB(X”, Y”‘). This map is 
easily seen to be a complete isometry; therefore all the maps in the diagram 
are isometries except possibly for the map on the top. If we could show 
that the diagram is commutative for n = 1 then it is commutative for all n, 
and this would complete the proof. 
However, if YE X’ @ Y’, ‘P = Ci= i fi Q gi say, then composing clockwise 
we obtain first the map Cr=, fi( .) gi in CB(X, Y’), and then the map 
F--f Ck F(fk) gk in CB(X”, Y”‘). Composing anticlockwise we first obtain 
the map f’+ ck r”(fk) gk in CB(X”, Y’) and then the required map in 
CB(X”, Y”‘). 1 
THEOREM 5.7. Let X and Y be operator spaces and suppose (X0 Y, a,) 
is an operator space. Then V < c1< A if and only if both c1 and ~1’ are 
operator space cross norms. 
Proof Suppose tl and a’ are operator space cross norms; then a < A by 
Theorem 5.5. Since a’ is an operator space cross norm Theorem 5.1 implies 
that aav. 
Now suppose that V < a < A; automatically a is an operator space cross 
norm. Since a b V it follows that a’<V’, and Theorem 5.1 implies that 
V& (f@ g) < Ilfll, IlgJly forfs MJX’) and g E MY( Y’). On the other hand 
since a < A we see that A’ Q a’, and Theorem 5.6 completes the proof. 1 
Remark 1. Since V < 11. Iii, d A the Haagerup norm is an operator 
space cross norm. 
Remark 2. Because of the symmetric nature of the constructions we see 
that X@, Y is canonically completely isometrically isomorphic to Y@, X 
for a the projective or spatial operator space tensor norms. Also, it is not 
hard to show that (X0, Y)@, Z is canonically isometrically isomorphic to 
X0, (Y@, Z) for a again as above. In fact the result above for a= /\ 
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follows from the fact (again not difficult to prove) that CB(X@, Y, Z) is 
canonically isometrically isomorphic to JCB(Xx Y, Z). 
Finally, we note that A1 is no& in general equal to the projective normed 
space tensor norm y even when restricted to commutative operator spaces. 
However, if X or Y is an operator space of the form MAX(E) for some 
normed space E then on X@ Y these two norms do coincide, Tndeed 
MAX(E)@ ,, MAX(F) = MAX@@, F). 
It is sometimes convenient to consider a tensor norm as a functor in the 
following way [Cal, Ca2, Mi, Gr, SC]: 
DEFINITION 5.8. A uniform normed space tensor p2orm CIC is an assignment 
of a normed space X@, Y to each pair (x, Y) of normed spaces, and an 
assignment of a bounded linear map 
to each pair of bounded linear maps S: X1 + X, and T: Y, 4 Y, such that: 
(i) X8, Y is the algebraic tensor product X@ Y, together with a 
norm on X@ Y which we write as CII or 11 m 11%; 
(ii) S@, T: X, 0, Y, + X,@. Yz is the map 
and the map 
is contractive; that is, 
(iii) @ 0, c = c. 
Together these conditions imply that R < a < y on X@ Ye The natural 
norms of Grothendieck [Gr] are all uniform tensor norms in the above 
sense. 
In [I3121 the first author gave an analoguous definition for C*-algebra 
tensor norms and studied the implications of such a definition. We now do 
the same for operator space tensor norms. 
DEFINITICN 5.9. A unl$~rm operator space tensor norm a is the assign- 
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ment of an operator space X8, Y to each pair (X, Y) of operator spaces, 
and an assignment of a completely bounded linear map 
SO, T: X, 0, Y, + X,0, Y, 
to each pair of completely bounded linear maps S: X, + X, and T: Y, --+ Y, 
such that 
(i) X@, Y is the algebraic tensor product X@ Y, together with a 
matrix norm structure on X@ Y which we write as CI, or (I . II ..; 
(ii) SO, T: X, 0, Y, -+ X,0, Y, is the map 
SO, T(x,Qy,)=S(x,)QT(y,), 
and the map 
0,: CBW,, X,)xCB(Y,, Y,)bCW-,Q, Y,, X,0, Y,) 
(S, T) + SO, T 
is jointly completely contractive; that is, 
for S, E CB(X,, X2) and T,, E CB( Y,, Y,); 
(iii) C 0, @ = C. 
If X and Y are not closed then we require also that X8, YG 80, y 
completely isometrically. 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Zf a is a uniform operator space tensor norm then 
V < tl< A on the tensor product X@ Y of two operator spaces X and Y. 
Proof Putting Xi = Y, = C, X,=X, and Y, = Y in (ii) we obtain 
G&O Y) G IlXllm Ilvll,7 
for x E M,(X) and y E M,(Y); consequently GL < A, as in Theorem 5.5. 
On the other hand putting X, = X, Yi = Y, and X, = Y, = C in (ii) gives 
4mz(cpoI(/)~ Ilqllm ll~ll, 
for cp E M,(X) and II/ E M,( Y’), and Theorem 5.1 now shows that tx b V. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. The spatial, projective, and Haagerup operator space 
tensor norms are uniform operator space tensor norms. 
Unfortunately we have no space here to prove the assertions of Proposi- 
tion 5.11. The proofs are elementary but tedious to write down. 
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There are many other uniform operator space tensor norms which one 
can construct, and no doubt an investigation of the natural norms 
following Grothendieck’s program [Gr, GL] would be interesting and 
rewarding. 
We end this section by describing some further consequences of unifor- 
mity. The statements follow immediately from results in [B12]. 
THEQREM 5.12. Let a be a un$orm operutur space tensor nurm, and 
suppose a is un ulgebru nurm oyt a? @ 58 fur all P-algebras & and 98. Then 
the following are equivalent 
ii) d 0, $9 is u P-algebra for all P-algebras & and B. 
(ii) do@ BO Q is a P-algebra fur sume pair of nontrivid c*-algebrus 
do and go. 
(iii) /T Q, e? is a P-algebra. 
COROLLARY 5.13. The completed Huugerup tensor product a? Q, 9 of 
two C*-algebrus d and 98 is a P-algebra ifund only $& or g equals @. 
THEOREM 5.14. If d is a nuclear C*-algebra then the canonical map 
TEE-E 
is one to one for all operutor spaces E and all un$orm operator space Wnsor 
norms a. 
Remark. Theorems 5.12 and 5.14 are true under much weaker 
hypotheses on the norm a (see [B12]). 
Conjecture. The spatial tensor norm is the only uniform operator 
space tensor norm which preserves C*-algebras, that is, which satisfies 
condition 5.12(i). 
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